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1. Administration and Planning
1.1 Introduction
Mott MacDonald SWECO Joint Venture (MMSJV) has been appointed to provide
engineering design services for the planning application for the construction of a new
junction on the M20 Motorway, to the south of the existing M20 junction 10, near Ashford,
Kent. The junction is intended to accommodate traffic generated by the future growth of
Ashford.
Ashford has been identified as a major growth area for the South East in the
Government’s Sustainable Communities Plan, with the provision of 31,000 additional
homes and 28,000 new jobs in the area by 2031. The existing M20 Junction 10, south of
Ashford, suffers from congestion and delays, especially in peak periods, caused mainly
by conflict between strategic and local traffic. It is predicted that the existing M20
Junction 10 will suffer from increased congestion and long delays in the future if
additional capacity is not provided.
Whilst the development of a Site Waste Management Plan (SWMP) is no longer
mandatory (since December 2013), it is still considered best practice and DEFRA
encourages businesses to use SWMPs on a voluntary basis as ‘flexible resource
efficiency tools’. A SWMP may still be a requirement of a Local Authority planning
condition, BREEAM or CEEQUAL specification, or of the Client or main contractor.
This outline Site Waste Management Plan (oSWMP) has been produced to provide
guidance to the Contractor in completing the main SWMP. It identifies the strategic
approach for the management of construction waste and has been produced using the
most current available information at the time of writing. It is intended to act as a
template and provide guidance to the project team on the management of waste
generated by the scheme and any opportunities identified to minimise waste throughout
the stages of design.
The aim of the main SWMP will be to ensure that all construction waste is managed,
stored and disposed of in an appropriate manner by approved contractors in accordance
with the Waste Hierarchy and all relevant legislation. The main SWMP will be a live,
working document, which will require updating regularly as the Schemes progress.
Where the Schemes’ scope is subject to change the oSWMP will be updated to reflect
any changes as necessary, and fed into the main SWMP to be produced by the
Contractor. All text in red requires completing or updating by the contractor throughout
the course of the project. This oSWMP can be used by the Contractor and updated
where necessary.
HA514442-MMGJV-GEN-SMW-RE-Z-11501
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Best practice suggests that the SWMP approach should be applied from the early design
stages and carried forward and revised throughout the project delivery process. A
Design for Resource Efficiency workshop was undertaken in September 2015 and the
opportunities identified for improving resource efficiency during the detailed design can
be found in Appendix A. This ensures cost savings are maximised by considering waste
minimisation initiatives and identifying opportunities to reduce, reuse or recycle waste
materials and improve resource efficiency during the earliest design stage.
1.2 Site location
The proposed new Junction 10A would be approximately 700m to the south east of the
existing M20 Junction 10, to the east of Ashford in Kent. The proposed new link road
would cross land to the south of the proposed new Junction 10A to join the existing
A2070 Southern Orbital Road to the west of St Mary’s Church, Sevington.
Transport corridors are dominant within the area, with the M20 running through the study
area to the north east of Ashford and the more southerly village of Mersham. The A2070
and A20 also form important transport corridors as they move through the centre of the
study area, with the A2070 travelling south towards Romney Marsh and A20 running
parallel with the M20. Likewise, the Channel Tunnel Rail link also traverses the area,
although its impact is limited by running in cutting. Away from Ashford, the area is more
open and rural in nature with irregular fields and blocks of woodland dominating,
interspersed with small scale settlements.
The Schemes’ location is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1 - Site location

Source: Adapted from Figure 2.3 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSTRAINTS PLAN (DWG No: HA514442-MMGJV-GEN-SMW-DE-Z-60212,
June 2016)

1.3
Description of the Main Scheme
The Main Scheme would consist of a new gyratory roundabout over the M20 motorway,
to the west of Mersham and approximately 700m south east of the existing Junction 10,
and a new dual carriageway link road to the existing A2070 Southern Orbital Road (SOR)
to the west of St Marys Church, Sevington. The Main Scheme would include demolition
of the existing M20 Highfield Road bridge, construction of 2 new bridges over the
motorway each carrying three traffic lanes, 4 new slip roads to cater for all movements to
and from the motorway, closure of the existing east facing slip roads at Junction 10, a
new footbridge across the motorway, a new footbridge to replace the existing footbridge
over the A2070 at Church Road, a new retaining wall at Kingsford Street, and demolition
of 1 residential and 3 business properties.
The Main Scheme consists of the following components:
 A new Junction 10A constructed over the M20 comprising a gyratory roundabout
approximately 700m east of the existing Junction 10, two bridges over the motorway
HA514442-MMGJV-GEN-SMW-RE-Z-11501
Revision A
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each carrying three traffic lanes and four new slip roads to cater for all movements
to and from the motorway;
Partial signalising of Junction 10A with just the 2 slip roads off the motorway being
under traffic signal control as they enter the roundabout;
A20 Hythe Road would be incorporated into the new junction, allowing traffic in both
directions to travel via the new roundabout;
A new A2070 Link Road would also be constructed between the new Junction 10A
and the existing A2070;
A roundabout would be provided at the junction of the existing A2070 and the new
A2070 Link Road;
The existing A2070 / Barrey Road junction would be modified with a new left turn
lane introduced from the A2070 into Barrey Road;
A new retaining wall would be constructed where the proposed London-bound exit
slip road of the new junction 10a would come close to Kingsford Street. The existing
east facing slip roads at Junction 10 would be removed;
A new pedestrian/cyclist bridge would be constructed, south of the proposed A2070
link road, over the M20 from Kingsford Street to the A20;
Three properties (Beauchamp Clerk Nurseries - disused), Willesborough Garden
Centre and Highfield Cottage) would be demolished;
A sewage pumping station on Highfield Lane would be demolished and relocated to
land adjacent to Kingsford Street. Diversion of the sewer pipeline, UK power and
telecommunication networks would also be required;
An extension of existing M20 culvert, to extend between the M20 and the A2070,
requiring the re-alignment of Aylesford Stream along this length;
The existing Highfield Lane bridge would be demolished, with Non-Motorised Users
(NMUs) rerouted to the new footbridge adjacent to Kingsford Street;
The existing Church Road footbridge would be replaced with a new bridge that
meets the requirements of the Disability Discrimination Act 2005 and is suitable for
cyclists;
Construction of a new drainage system, where required, and 3 attenuation ponds;
and
Construction of ancillary infrastructure e.g. CCTV/ANPR camera mast, MS4 gantry
and a new animal bridge.

Figure 2 illustrates the Main Scheme design.
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Figure 2 - Main Scheme design

Source: Adapted from Figure 2.1 THE MAIN SCHEME (DWG No. HA514442-MMGJV-GEN-SMW-DE-2-60201, June 2016)

1.4 Alternative Scheme description
The Alternative Scheme is the Main Scheme with the addition of an access to the
proposed adjacent Stour Park development. The proposed Stour Park access would be a
3-arm roundabout, located midway along the proposed A2070 link road, opposite the
access track to the new attenuation pond (Pond 2). The access track to the attenuation
pond would have direct access off the roundabout, however, as this would be used
infrequently it would not require the addition of a separate arm to the roundabout. The
roundabout would be lit, as for the rest of the A2070 link road, and advance direction
signs would be required on the approach.
Figures 3 and 4 illustrates the Alternative Scheme’s design.
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Figure 3 - Alternative Scheme Design

Source: Adapted from Figure 2.2 THE ALTERNATIVE SCHEME (DWG No: HA514442-MMGJV-GEN-SMW-DE-Z-60202, June 2016)

Figure 4 - Alternative Scheme Design

Source: Adapted from Figure 2.2 THE ALTERNATIVE SCHEME (DWG No: HA514442-MMGJV-GEN-SMW-DE-Z-60202, June 2016)
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1.5 Main and Alternative Schemes’ information
Table 1.1:

Scheme Information (TBC = To be completed by Contractor on updating)
Highways England

Client
Person in charge of the project

TBC

Author of oSWMP

Design Stage

MMSJV

Construction Stage

Vinci’s

Schemes title/reference

M20 Junction 10AA

Schemes location

Ashford, Kent

Schemes cost (estimated)

TBC

Scheme/Building footprint

TBC

Start date

TBC

Completion date

TBC

Description of Schemes scope

See Scheme description in Section 1.4.

Person responsible for waste management

Principal contractor (TBC)

Document controller

TBC

Version date and number

Draft issue [Insert date and version no]
(Contractor to update on each SWMP revision during design,
construction and operation in the event of any significant changes)

Location of SWMP

TBC by Contractor during construction

1.6 Responsibilities
The Principal Contractor will be responsible for overseeing and documenting results of
the main SWMP, and will monitor the effectiveness and accuracy of the documentation.
Copies of the SWMP will be distributed to subsequent relevant parties when necessary.
During construction, the Site Manager will be responsible for the SWMP and will ensure
that a copy of the plan is distributed to the Construction Design Management (CDM)
Coordinator, Client, Project Manager and each Sub-contractor. This will be undertaken
every time the SWMP is updated.

HA514442-MMGJV-GEN-SMW-RE-Z-11501
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2. Proposals for Minimisation, Reuse and
Recycling of Waste
2.1
General measures
The purpose of this oSWMP is to inform the production of the main SWMP to ensure that
it facilitates the principles of the waste hierarchy and minimise the production of waste
with the outset of the Schemes. The SWMP should be used to record any early
decisions, design changes, construction methods or material specifications which have
helped to minimise waste arisings on site. Such measures are to be incorporated into
the overall design and implemented in the construction stage. Opportunities identified in
the Design workshop undertaken in 2015 have been included in Tables 2.2 and 2.3.
The “waste hierarchy” illustrates the preferred waste management options. It gives top
priority to preventing waste in the first place. When waste is created, it gives priority to
preparing it for re-use, then recycling, then recovery, and last of all disposal (e.g. landfill).
The higher up the waste hierarchy waste is managed, the greater the cost and resource
savings will be.
The Waste Hierarchy is explained in Figure 5:
Figure 5: The Waste Hierarchy

Source:

Guidance on applying the Waste Hierarchy, DEFRA, June 2011

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/69403/pb13530-waste-hierarchy-guidance.pdf
accessed 23/11/2016
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Eliminating waste at source is the best way to make dramatic savings in waste costs and
reduce the impact on the environment. This can be achieved through:
 Reducing the amount of waste generated where it cannot be eliminated completely;
 Re-using and then recycling as much as possible, once it is not possible to reduce
the waste any further;
 Careful procurement of materials; and
 Better utilisation of materials already available on site.
Disposal of waste to landfill or incineration should be a last resort after all the above
options have been considered.
Waste minimisation is at the top of the waste hierarchy and this should continue to be a
priority throughout the Schemes. The objective of this oSWMP is to inform the production
of the main SWMP to ensure the waste hierarchy is implemented as set in order of
preference; the highest options will be adopted where reasonably practicable, but usually a
combination of options will be appropriate.
Waste will arise mainly from site clearance, excavation and construction activities. The
proposed Main and Alternative Schemes will require specific construction materials (such
as concrete, asphalt and cabling etc.) to be imported to the site. A Bill of Quantities (BoQ)
will be produced during the design stage and this should be used to identify the potential
types and quantities of materials required and wastes generated from the Schemes.
In addition, correct waste disposal procedures in accordance with the Waste Duty of Care
provisions, are required. This will be achieved by ensuring that, wherever possible,
existing materials at the site are reused. Where waste cannot be re-used or recycled, it
shall be disposed of in accordance with the relevant waste management regulations e.g.
Landfill Directive (1999/31/EC) and Waste Acceptance Criteria procedures.
The contractor will be required to identify appropriately permitted facilities that can accept
and treat the waste materials produced, in order to divert them from landfill. Tables 3.3
and 3.4 identify suitable waste management facilities in close proximity to the Main and
Alternative Schemes.
In order to ensure the appropriate reuse of the materials the earthworks should be carried
out under a Materials Management Plan (MMP) in accordance with industry adopted
guidance “The Definition of Waste: Development Industry Code of Practice Version 2”
published by Contaminated Land Applications In Real Environments (CL:AIRE (March
2011)).

HA514442-MMGJV-GEN-SMW-RE-Z-11501
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2.2
Construction waste
Common waste streams generated by construction sites and likely to be generated by
these works include:
● Surplus construction materials as a result of over-ordering;
● Materials damaged on site or in transit;
● Hazardous materials;
● Packaging materials;
● Surplus construction, demolition and excavation materials; and
● Canteen, accommodation and welfare wastes.
2.2.1 Demolition materials
A number of demolitions are foreseen to be necessary to the completion of the Schemes.
These include:
 Three properties (Beauchamp Clerk Nurseries - disused), Willesborough Garden
Centre and Highfield Cottage);
 A sewage pumping station on Highfield Lane is to be demolished and relocated to
land adjacent to Kingsford Street. Diversion of the sewer pipeline would also be
required;
 The existing Church Road footbridge, replaced with a new bridge that meets the
requirements of the Disability Discrimination Act 2005 and is suitable for cyclists; and
 The existing Highfield Lane bridge, with Non-Motorised Users (NMUs) rerouted to
the new footbridge adjacent to Kingsford Street.
2.2.2 Excavated soils
During detailed design, materials testing and value engineering workshops will be utilised to
maximise the reuse of site won material and minimise off-site treatment or disposal, thus
reducing the cost and wider environmental impacts.
Where soils can be reused back into the Schemes as engineering fill or for landscaping,
these will be carefully stored in segregated stock piles in line with Series 600 of the
specification for Highway Works
Any surplus materials should be removed from site for either direct beneficial use
elsewhere (such as land remediation projects) or recovery at an off-site facility. Surplus
excavated materials including soils, gravels, clay and man-made fill can potentially
generate significant implications on disposal costs if it cannot be reused on site.
Excavated pavement material should be taken up and either used for embankment fill or
sent for recovery off-site.

HA514442-MMGJV-GEN-SMW-RE-Z-11501
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Potentially contaminated material should be kept separate from clean materials and sent
for either recycling or recovery at appropriately permitted facilities.
Unsuitable waste materials should be separated, where possible and collected in
receptacles for subsequent further separation and treatment at off-site facilities.
2.2.3 Vegetation
Any vegetation removed should be chipped and used for landscaping, sent for composting
or biomass if reuse is not possible.
2.2.4 Packaging
Any packaging waste should be source segregated for recycling or returned to suppliers. If
feasible pre-fabricated material should be used and imported to site. In certain
circumstances this will reduce the amount of packaging required and waste produced.
2.2.5 Hazardous waste
Hazardous wastes, including any contaminated soil arisings, should be identified, kept
separate from inert or non-hazardous construction waste materials and disposed of in
accordance with the Hazardous Waste Regulations 2005, as amended. Should hazardous
waste and other contaminants be encountered, it should be managed and handled
appropriately, kept separate and removed off site in accordance with legislation and
disposed of or treated as an appropriately licensed site by a licensed contractor in
accordance with all appropriate regulation.
2.2.6 Unacceptable materials
Other unusable construction waste materials should be collected in receptacles with mixed
construction waste materials, for subsequent separation and recycling at an off-site facility.
2.2.7 Imported materials
Surplus or waste materials arise from either the materials imported to the site or those
generated on site. Imported materials are those which are brought on to the Schemes for
inclusion into the permanent works. Where possible consideration should be made for the
reuse of materials back into the Schemes, however, the proposed Main and Alternative
Schemes would require specific materials to be imported to the site.
Any waste produced through the importation of materials should be monitored and
included in the SWMP under construction works. Where possible consider the use of
materials with a higher recycled content such as concrete e.g. for the base of any areas
requiring concreting.
Materials should be ordered so that the timing of the delivery, the quantity delivered and
the storage is not conducive to the creation of unnecessary waste. Additional waste from

HA514442-MMGJV-GEN-SMW-RE-Z-11501
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imported material is likely to come from packaging materials and spillages, but these are
currently difficult to quantify.
2.3
Resource efficiency
Table 2.1 highlights some of the various resource efficiency measures for minimising
waste during the site works, for a typical scheme of this type. The table shows the
responsibilities apportioned to designated personnel to ensure the measures are
undertaken. It demonstrates the components and decisions involved in ensuring a
reduction in the amount of waste and surplus materials being produced during any works
on site. This is intended to assist in minimising the amount of material which would
traditionally be sent to landfill and to ensure a cradle-to-cradle approach.
Table 2.1 should be reviewed and updated accordingly by the Contractor should changes
to the design be made.

HA514442-MMGJV-GEN-SMW-RE-Z-11501
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Table 2.1:

Resource Efficiency measures for M20 Junction 10a.

Waste minimisation decisions taken
Planning waste
minimisation during
construction

Resource saving

Responsibility1

Date action commenced

Design

Minimal waste produced
Materials that have to be ordered in should
be done in accordance with the contract,
this should be determined prior to the
commencement of the works.
Within the design stage, reuse and
recycling of existing materials and
structures will be taken into consideration.

Project manager

From the design outset

Minimal waste produced
Potential does exist for the made ground
material produced from the excavation
works to be re-used as infill.

Project
manager/principal
contractor

From the design outset and
continuing during design and
planning stages and implemented
during the construction.

Reduces cost by ensuring only materials
required for the Main and Alternative
Schemes are purchased.
Prevents lost time in re-ordering of
damaged equipment, reduces need for
storage if over ordering occurs.

Project
manager/principal
contractor
Project manager

From the design outset and
continuing during construction
planning and throughout the
Schemes construction.

Enabling the purchase of materials in shape/dimension and
form that minimises the creation of off-cuts/waste.
Ensure design considerations take into account the five
principles for Resource Efficient design:
 Design for Reuse and Recovery
 Design for Off-site Construction
 Design for Materials Optimisation
 Design for Resource Efficient Procurement
 Design for Deconstruction and Flexibility (for the Future)
Construction methods Sequencing the works such that re-use of materials can be
undertaken.
The works consist of material excavation and filling, and
new road, bridge and junction construction.
Materials

Assess the quantities of materials required on site.
Just in time delivery (as needed basis) to prevent over
supply.
Secure storage to minimise the generation of damaged
materials/theft.
Keeping deliveries packaged until they are ready to be
used.
Inspection of deliveries on arrival.
Modification of existing unsuitable earthwork materials using
lime/cement and the like
Increase the use of recycled content; this could include
traditional use of recovered material such as crushed
concrete demolition waste and by procuring mainstream
manufactured products with higher recycled content than
their peers.

From the design outset and
continuing during detailed design
and throughout the procurement/
construction stages of the
Schemes.

An increase in the demand for such
products would reduce the quantity of
waste going to landfill.
Recycled material use results in a
reduction in demand for extraction of virgin
materials and subsequently the carbon and
environmental footprint.

_________________________
1

It is the responsibility of the client to appoint a Principal Contractor for the purposes of the SWMP, if one or more contractors are working on the Schemes. If the Schemes do not use
a contractor, responsibility for updating the plan remains with the client.
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It is anticipated that the contractor(s) will endeavour to reuse or recycle materials on the
Schemes where possible.
Actions to be taken to facilitate resource efficiency throughout the Schemes, and therefore
minimise waste produced, are detailed in Table 2.2 which identifies recommended or
proposed minimisation measures for the Schemes.
Table 2.2:

Summary of proposed or recommended minimisation measures

Summary of proposed and recommended minimisation measures
Use of prefabricated
elements

Recommended

It is recommended that as much of the construction as possible will be carried out
off site, with pre-fabricated units/bridge deck slabs/ beams being delivered to site
when required.
Some elements of the design can be pre-fabricated off-site to minimise on-site
waste arisings and associated vehicle movements.
These pre-fabricated elements will generate less on-site waste through off-cuts
and storage damage. Units should be sourced from a supplier that recycles offcuts and materials at the pre-fabrication site otherwise this measure simply shifts
the waste problem from one location to another.

Excavation

Recommended

Surplus excavated materials including soils, gravels and man-made fill can
potentially generate the largest quantities of all the waste streams with significant
implications on disposal costs if it cannot be reused on site.
It is proposed that excavated material where appropriate will be stored for reuse as
landscaping material or reinstatement.
This includes the reuse of excavated soils for acoustic and landscaping bunds.

Material reuse

Recommended

Concrete: Concrete will be taken up and should be source segregated, for
recycling either as fill/capping on site and/or removed to an off-site facility.
Tarmac: Tarmac will be taken up and reused on site for either hardstanding,
capping, sub base or recycled in the batched bituminous material being used on
site or other sites.
Timber: Any timber taken down at the site shall in the first instance be re-used on
site, as landscaping material such as mulch or sent to a recycling facility and
turned into features such as furniture or other high value timber products.
Vegetation: Where vegetation such as trees and shrubs are to be removed to
facilitate either the demolition or construction of the works, these should, where
appropriate, be chipped and reused within the landscaping of the Main and
Alternative Schemes or sent for composting or biomass off-site.
Minimise vegetation removal to save replanting and waste.
Reuse vegetation to create soft edges for ponds and hibernacula
Soils/Excavated materials: Early management of earthworks to quantify
appropriate move/use of earth (cut/fill). Where feasible, reuse soils on-site or on
other locally identified developments.

Minimisation of
contaminated land
arisings

Recommended

Where possible contaminated material should be clearly identified and delineated
prior to the works commencing to ensure only contaminated material is excavated.
This material could be remediated and reused on site, or, if found to pose no risk
to receptors (e.g. groundwater and human health) should be left undisturbed. The
latter can minimise potential transport and disposal costs. This approach should
be standard practice among designers and contractors.

Contractor targets

Recommended

The Principal Contractor will set waste targets and these targets will be passed on
through the supply chain Other than earthworks, good practice suggests that a
maximum 3% wastage rate based on the total amount of construction material
handled on site is achievable.

Avoiding overRecommended
purchasing and
accurate delivery times

Over-purchasing can lead to significant wastage and should be avoided in the first
place.
Ensuring materials are ordered for delivery shortly before they are used on the
Schemes would also avoid possible damage and therefore wastage.
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Summary of proposed and recommended minimisation measures
Use of take back
schemes

Recommended

Some suppliers offer a take back scheme, which should be utilised where
practicable, particularly for packaging and pallets.

Monitoring and review

Recommended

The Principal Contractor should use the waste data provided from the waste
removed from the Schemes and the periodic review process (required as part of
the SWMP) to their advantage to assess whether the waste objectives are being
met, and if not to review procedures to steer the Schemes towards achieving
them. This will require clear responsibilities to be identified, supported with
authority and incentives to act on any deviations from the SWMP.

Education and
awareness

Recommended

Waste minimisation must be underpinned by education and awareness throughout
all levels of the project team, from the design team to site contractors who handle
the construction materials. This could be via site inductions and frequent toolbox
talks (included as part of Health and Safety updates, etc.) which all contractors
and site workers will be expected to attend.

Consideration of End of Recommended
Life materials

Consideration should be given to what will happen to the materials specified when
they reach the end of their useful life. Where possible, elements should be
designed for repair, modular repair, recycling at the end of life or safe disposal.
The use of hazardous materials, in particular, should be minimised.

Table 2.3 below identifies some additional measures, this is not an exhaustive list, that
should be considered and implemented, where appropriate, to ensure that the Schemes
are as resource efficient and cost effective as possible. These are opportunities that were
identified in the September 2015 Design workshop and should be reviewed and updated
as the detailed design progresses.
Table 2.3:
Additional considerations for minimisation, reuse and recycling of
waste materials for a scheme of this type
Opportunity

Description

Landscaping

Use site won excavated material within landscaping design e.g.:
 drainage base;
 infill, sub-base; and
 embankments.
Reuse or recycle tarmac and asphalt into the works including infill, paths, construction storage space and
hard standing for plant etc.
Retain top soil, treat on site with compost (or other remediation) and use for soft landscaping particularly
around attenuation ponds etc.
Manufacture top soil using surplus excavated soil blended with compost.
Reuse bricks, concrete paving blocks and excavated rocks for landscaping finishes features etc.
Use existing soft landscape that cannot be retained (trees, shrubs) as:
 compost;
 mulch; and
 other planting medium.
Reuse existing landscape/mitigation items by repairing rather than throwing away (e.g. existing fencing).

Concrete

Recycle aggregates (either on site of offsite) in concrete mix as fill etc.
Liaising with design team/contractor/client to minimise/eliminate fill import
Incorporate cement substitutes PFA or GBS, as appropriate
Use post tensioned floor slabs instead of reinforced slab
Use reusable/modular shuttering for slab cores etc.

Timber

Use FSC timber for wooden features e.g. fencing/posts/noise mitigation
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Opportunity

Description

Packaging

Reuse packaging by returning to supplier/manufacturer or using it for other purposes e.g. timber packaging
pallets can be chipped and used for landscaping top mulch

Foundations

Extract, crush and reuse existing, obsolete foundations as infill
Use excavated soil, stones or concrete/asphalt as infill for the road surface foundation.
Recycle old road material, crush, screen and process with concrete and bitumen to make a ‘foambase’
material for the road, where appropriate
Hydraulically bind old asphalt and relay to make new road surface, where appropriate
Use recycled concrete in the foundations, where appropriate

Volumetric

Use pre-fabricated and pre-cast solutions for, e.g.:
 bridge deck/slabs/beams
 kerbs
 drainage channels and pipe

Steel construction Reuse central reserve, where appropriate
Use recycled steel in piles
Recycle unsuitable central reserves, signage, posts and lighting columns
Use prefabricated steel stairs of foot bridges
Design

Investigate the opportunities identified in the Design Workshop - see Appendix A - and implement where
possible. This will provide savings in respect to cost and carbon.

Services

Rigorously plan M&E, utilities, plant, layout and distribution routes to reduce access requirements and
facilitate future maintenance
Avoid or reduce the extent of surface water attenuation systems and pipework by reducing run-off collection
areas and consider other methods:
 Increase vegetation;
 Greater use of soakaways

Detail Design Review the necessity for all finishes
Investigate
Optimise layout to reduce cutting and offcuts
opportunities
Design wet ponds to reduce maintenance requirements
identified in the
Design Workshop. For odd plan shapes consider the use of formless materials or finishes rather than formed materials
Reduce lighting column heights
Consideration of whether lighting is required in certain areas.
Investigate whether soil nails can be used instead of bored piles for some aspects
Ensure noise mitigation is not over-specified for the required purpose
Pavement design materials - use a fully flexible (asphalt) pavement design as this reduces the need for
future deep maintenance and repair of cracking due to a concrete base but lower neutral construction cost.
Or consider using EME2 for road construction layer. This preserves the strength of pavement and reduces
depth, however contains a high percentage of binder material,
Either option above is desirable in providing an adequate and sufficiently thick pavement design, depending
on the million standard axle (MSA) requirement. This preserves the future structural strength. Future
maintenance works can be limited to inlays.
Use LED lighting
Movement sensor lighting on footbridge or energy saving lighting in handrails
Standardisation
and dimensional
co-ordination

Co-ordinate structure and services so that service ducts are incorporated without the need to chase out,
minimising waste production. Order services based on BIM / structure model to deliver just enough cable /
ducting length and minimise generation of off-cuts.
Use 3D modelling to avoid clashes/conflicts of services/structure etc. and thus reduce construction errors
and consequent rework
Co-ordinate structural grid and planning grids etc. to avoid offcuts
 Sheet vs tiles vs formless materials
Plasterboard layout
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Opportunity

Description
Standardise light fittings and lamps

Avoidance of
excavation

Use driven pile foundations

Supply chain

Employ waste specialist consultant/contractor with expert knowledge in waste minimisation
Discuss methods of waste minimisation with potential subcontractors and suppliers at an early stage
Discuss options for packaging reduction with subcontractors and suppliers

Specification

Wherever possible specify procurement of recycled content for imported fill, if required, steel piles and
concrete
Specify responsibly sourced materials that reduce waste
Specify adequate protection to fragile materials to minimise damage on site

Contract/
contractor

Involve the contractor from early design and decision stages to identify methods of waste minimisation in
relation to procurement routes
Required the contractor to produce an SWMP at an early stage that includes a site storage and logistics
plan
Require all tendering contractors to provide information on how they plan to reduce waste through the
supply chain and site activities
Require Just-in-Time (JiT) deliveries
Use consolidation centre to facilitate JiT delivery
Select procurement route that minimises packaging
Use ordering procedures that avoid waste (e.g. no over ordering and take back schemes for both material
surplus and offcuts)
Plan the work sequence to reduce on site waste

Materials

Use mechanical fixings that facilitate deconstruction
Avoid gluing and composite materials
Specify materials that can be reused rather than recycled
Where possible develop the design to use landscaping materials that can be easily taken up and reused
(e.g. cellular grass paving)
Use structural elements that can easily disassembled
Use of Pre-cast beams for bridge over the motorway
Passively safe use for road side furniture (Lighting columns sign posts, trees, embankment slope signals)
This could reduce cost of safety barriers and future maintenance

Logistics

Design deconstruction at an early stage
Discuss with supplier if components can be returned

Other

Early consultation with stakeholders and client to best propose the use of the redundant slip roads at J10
(emergencies, maintenance, traffic management alternatives)
Database for the waste to keep track of the quantity and type

Note:

The table should be updated for the main SWMP, by the Contractor once the detailed design has been approved, with
actual/amended design considerations in terms of minimising resource use and waste produced.

2.4
Waste minimisation statement
The purpose of this oSWMP is to inform the production of the main SWMP to ensure that it
facilitate the principles of the waste hierarchy and to minimise the production of waste from
the outset of the Schemes. Such measures are to be incorporated into the design and
implemented in the construction stage of the Schemes. This is in addition to ensuring
correct waste disposal procedures in accordance with the Waste Duty of Care provisions
(see section 3.6.1). Where waste cannot be re-used or recycled, it shall be disposed of in
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accordance with the Landfill Directive (1999/31/EC) and Waste Acceptance Criteria
procedures.
2.5
Initial review of anticipated waste arisings
Table 2.4 highlights the initial review to identify potential and expected waste arisings for a
scheme of this type. The aim of this review is to identify the waste streams anticipated to
be encountered during the Schemes, and consider the possible management options for
these materials (which would include identification of suitable local waste management or
disposal sites that can accept the waste). This initial waste review considers the recycling
and reuse potential of each waste stream anticipated and identifies some indicative
benchmark recycling targets, based on similar schemes, which could be used to steer the
detailed SWMP as the Schemes develop.
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Table 2.4:

Initial review of anticipated waste arisings

Activity

Anticipated waste
stream

Anticipated
volume

Recovery
potential

Overall priority for Indicative
recovery
recovery
target2

Management options

Site clearance

Plants and shrubs
Other vegetation

High

High

High

80%

Arisings removed from the Main and Alternative Schemes should be
collected in skips and stockpiled on site. If it cannot be reused in the
Schemes e.g. for landscaping, it will need to be sent off-site for
processing.
A local merchant facility would be the most practicable treatment
solution. All waste must be pre-treated before it is sent for final
disposal, whether this is segregation on site or off-site at a transfer
facility

Earthworks

Topsoil

Medium

High

High

90% - 100%

Topsoil has excellent potential for reuse opportunities in landscaping
around the Main and Alternative Schemes. A Soil Management Plan
should be developed to facilitate the re-use.

Excavated natural
ground

High

High

High

100%

Opportunities for the reuse of material as infill or as a base for any
access routes should be explored. If the material is low grade subsoil,
there is potential to reuse this as a landscaping or infill material prior to
the laying of topsoil.

Excavated man-made Low
ground

High

High

100%

Due to the properties of man-made fill, opportunities to reuse the
material compared to natural or topsoil are more limited. However,
reuse where possible within the Main and Alternative Schemes e.g. infill
or sub-base, or send off site for recycling.

Low/ negligible Low

Low

10%

All soil extracted (whether contaminated or not) should be stockpiled at
the site and subject to laboratory analysis and a Hazardous Property
Assessment prior to reuse or removal to an off-site waste facility
(following WAC testing where landfill is the only disposal route) to
identify whether the material can be reused as fill material or will require
landfilling at an appropriately permitted site.

Contaminated soil

Contaminated soils may be considered for reuse if it is in accordance
with the CL:AiRE CoP v2 and a risk assessment has been undertaken
to ensure there is no environmental risk if it is reused and its reuse fits
with the justification in the CL:AiRE CoP v2.

_________________________
2

Indicative recovery targets are subjective and based on targets achieved for similar schemes, benchmarking information, and the experience of the author. The Contractor should
review and revise this table based up on decisions made during the detailed design stage.
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Activity

Anticipated waste
stream

Anticipated
volume

Recovery
potential

Overall priority for Indicative
recovery
recovery
target2

Management options

Construction

Concrete, bricks and
mortar, slates

Low

High

High

100%

This could potentially create waste through damage to bricks and blocks
and spillages of cement and mortar. Any arisings should be contained
in an appropriate skip to be sent for off-site reprocessing, where it
cannot be re-used on site.

Cables

Low

Low

Low

5%

Cables are likely to be used in the wiring of the electrical components,
e.g. lighting and signalling. Off-cuts of cable will therefore be required to
be disposed of. Avenues of recycling of cable are limited, even though
the copper can be recovered. Any arisings should be contained in an
appropriate skip to be sent for off-site reprocessing or disposal.

Bitumen road surface Low

High

High

80%

Through careful ordering of materials, it is likely that there would be very
little (if any) waste generated from road surfacing activities. Any excess
road-surfacing material should be reworked into a reusable form to
enable use on future highway construction schemes.

Concrete drainage
Low
pipes, kerbs and walls

High

High

100%

Small quantities may arise, although pre-casting of the components
prior to arrival on the site would reduce wastage in the first place.
Any arisings should be placed in the skips and sent to a local
recycling facility or crushed and subsequently reused on these or
other Schemes.

Lighting columns,
posts, signage etc.

Low

Medium

High

75%

Although such ancillary equipment has a low re-use potential due to the
design of the junction, there is a strong potential for recovery off-site.

Liquid waste

High

Low

Low

0%

Limited options to recover waste arising from chlorinated water for
flushing out systems.
Disposal of liquids from temporary welfare facilities should be
undertaken by a licensed contractor.
Disposal of liquid wastes down surface water drains may cause water
pollution, which if it occurs is a strict liability offence and can lead to
expensive clean-up costs and enforcement action being undertaken.
Ensure only clean, uncontaminated surface water is discharged to
surface water drains. Permission to discharge to foul sewer should be
obtained from the relevant sewerage undertaker.
All contaminated liquids should be stored in appropriately designed
containers, with secondary containment systems in place and sent for
disposal or treatment.

Hazardous waste
(paints, resins, oils
etc.)

Low
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Medium

50%

These waste streams should be segregated from other waste streams
and stored in appropriately designed and secure bunded storage
areas/cupboards for subsequent identification and removal for treatment
off-site at a hazardous waste facility.
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Activity

Anticipated waste
stream

Anticipated
volume

Recovery
potential

Overall priority for Indicative
recovery
recovery
target2

Management options

General site
waste

Packaging waste
(plastics, wood, film,
metal and cardboard

Low

Low

Medium

This waste would predominantly consist of plastic sheeting, shrink-wrap,
wooden pallets, metal strips (binding).

50%

Segregate each waste stream into skips and remove off-site to an
appropriate local facility for recycling.
Opportunities should be explored for supplier packaging take back
schemes.

Canteen waste
Low
(comprising of food
waste but also mixed
waste)

Medium

Welfare facilities waste Medium
(sewage sludge)

Low

Low

0%

Limited options to recover waste arising from on-site welfare facilities.
Sewage sludge from the toilet facilities will be pumped out and sent to
an appropriately permitted treatment plant. Other wastes such as paper
towels etc. are likely to require landfilling or send to an EfW facility.

Office waste (paper,
cardboard, plastics
and non-recyclable)

Medium

Medium

50%

Likely to comprise paper, cardboard, metal cans and plastic bottles. All
materials can be recycled. Offices should be equipped with bins to
segregate each waste stream for collection and future recycling off-site.

Low
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50%

Likely to comprise food waste and non-recyclable materials.
Consideration should be given for providing separate bins for the
collection of food waste, newspapers and non-recyclable materials.
Food waste can be sent to an in-vessel composting facility, whilst nonrecyclable (residual) waste will require landfilling or send the nonrecyclable waste to an energy-from-waste (EfW) facility.
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3. Waste Management
3.1
Segregation
A designated area should be laid out and labelled to facilitate the separation of materials
for potential recycling, salvage, reuse and return. Recycling and waste bins are to be kept
clean and clearly marked to avoid contamination of materials. Skips for segregation of
waste currently identified are:
● Inert (e.g. inert plastics, concrete and rubble);
● Hazardous (e.g. contaminated land, Japanese Knotweed if identified);
● Mixed non-hazardous (non-biodegradable waste);
● Mixed non-hazardous (biodegradable waste)
● Metal (e.g. copper and iron, mixed ferrous and non-ferrous);
● Wood (e.g. fencing/hoarding, worktops, doors, frames etc.);
● WEEE: Waste Electronic and Electrical Equipment, WEEE should be handled in
conjunction with measures outlined within the Waste Electronic and Electrical
Equipment Regulations 2006 (as amended), and
● Canteen/office/welfare waste.
The Schemes will accord with the Waste (England and Wales) Regulations 2011, as
amended, in particular the requirements in respect to the Duty of Care requirements.
It is essential that the excavation and construction work is carried out closely with the
waste management contractors, to determine the best techniques for managing waste and
ensure a high level of recovery of materials for reuse or recycling.
Successful recycling and reuse relies upon early planning, identification of clear
responsibility and provision of space within a compound for segregation and storage.
Discussions are required between the Client and Principal Contractor to identify space
requirements within the compounds to accommodate skips and storage of reusable
materials.
Waste management options should be supported by the identification of appropriately
permitted waste treatment and recycling facilities in close proximity to the sites. Tables 3.3
and 3.4 identifies potentially suitable facilities for waste management.
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3.1.1 Colour coding / Labelling
The use of different coloured skips or sufficiently clear labelling to ensure that construction
workers are clear about where to put each type of waste will aid to reduce the level of
contamination in the skips. This also increases the likelihood that a load would not be
rejected once the waste stream has been sent off-site for reprocessing. In cases where
the load is rejected, the likely destination would be landfill (which would increase the costs
to the Schemes).
3.2
Reuse of construction materials
Excavation and site clearance activities generate a significant quantity of potential waste
arisings. The classification of waste material from the site should be undertaken in
accordance with Part II, Regulation 7 of the Landfill Regulations 2002 (as amended).
Uncontaminated material, where identified, should be reused where possible within the
proposed works for site levelling and fill.
If applicable, surplus inert excavated materials with some engineering strength (e.g. stone,
bricks, clay, rubble, rock) can be suitable for beneficial use in land reclamation projects, if
these were proceeding locally at the same time as the proposed Main and Alternative
Schemes. This may require compliance with the criteria and thresholds of certain
exemptions (e.g. U1 or U11 may be applicable) or permits under the Environmental
Permitting Regulations 2010 (as amended). The CL:AIRE Definition of Waste Code of
Practice (v2, 2013) (CL:AIRE CoP) may also be applicable for the reuse of this material.
Any chosen option would need to meet current legislative requirements. The material
could be reused in other schemes in the surrounding area, if one were proceeding at the
same time, to avoid disposal at landfill and its associated impacts and costs, but will need
to meet current legislative requirements.
3.3
Waste disposal characterisation
Under Part II, Regulation 7 of the Landfill (England and Wales) Regulations 2002 (as
amended), waste is classified as either inert, non-hazardous, or hazardous. Hazardous
waste cannot be re-used on site under an exemption and may require additional treatment
prior to disposal. The exception is contaminated soil re-used in accordance with an
approved Materials Management Plan produced under the CL:AIRE CoP.
Furthermore, there is a statutory requirement under the Landfill Directive (1999/31/EC as
amended) to pre-treat any waste (including hazardous waste) prior to disposal off-site.
Pre-treatment may reduce the cost of disposal by rendering the waste non-hazardous.
Responsibility for the basic classification of waste rests with the Producer and Landfill
Operator.
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3.4
Forecasting the planning, reduction and reuse of waste
The following section details expected waste arisings from the proposed Main and
Alternative Schemes. Tables 3.1 and 3.2 detail those types of waste expected to arise
from enabling, demolition and construction works and segregate the approximate amounts
of waste into different waste streams. The overall aim is to prevent cross-contamination of
waste types and to maximise reuse and recycling opportunities.
Material quantities, where provided, are intended to present an approximate guide for
efficient waste management best practice; the contractor should independently verify the
quantities of waste materials likely to be produced during the works. Waste quantities
specified within the oSWMP are also subject to programme and design change.
It should be noted that at this stage, limited information is held regarding the Schemes and
the likely construction activities. The information in this oSWMP is based on information
from other documents, publicly available data and professional judgement relating to
predicted construction and operational effects.
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Table 3.1:
Estimation of waste, enabling and demolition works (including excavation) (To be completed by the
Design team and Contractor prior to construction commencing)
Type
Inert

Non-hazardous

Hazardous

Materials

Forecast estimated
quantities (m3)

On-site
reuse/recycling (%)

Recovery (%)

Disposal (%)

Concrete

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

Timber

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

Rubble

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

Topsoil/Subsoils

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

Sand and gravel (made ground)

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

Boulder clay

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

Soils (moderate contamination- suitable TBC
for reuse onsite)

TBC

TBC

TBC

Bricks and blocks

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

Mixed waste

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

Metal

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

Timber

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

Plasterboard

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

Packaging

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

Cable & wiring

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

Glass

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

Green waste/vegetation

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

Other

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

Asbestos

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

Contaminated soils- unsuitable for reuse TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

Other

TBC

TBC

TBC
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Table 3.2:
Estimation of waste, construction works (To be completed by the Design team and Contractor prior to
construction commencing)
Type
Inert

Non-hazardous

Hazardous

Materials

Forecast estimated
quantities (tonnes/m3)

On-site
reuse/recycling (%)

Recovery (%)

Disposal (%)

Concrete

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

Timber

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

Rubble

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

Topsoil/Subsoils

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

Soils (moderate contaminationsuitable for reuse onsite)

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

Bricks and blocks

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

Mixed waste

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

Metal

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

Timber

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

Plasterboard

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

Packaging

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

Cable & wiring

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

Glass

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

Green waste/vegetation

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

Other

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

Toxic chemicals e.g. paint tins, line
markers, mastic

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

Contaminated soils- unsuitable for
reuse

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

Other

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC
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3.5 Treatment and disposal options
The appointed waste contractor for the Schemes should contact the relevant Treatment/
Transfer Facilities or Environment Agency directly to determine the most appropriate
waste management facility to handle the waste material being produced. The transfer
station will then send it off for final disposal at an appropriate landfill site.
As stated in section 3.3, the Landfill (England and Wales) Regulations 2002 (as
amended) requires that disposal sites are classified into one of three categories
dependent on the chemical composition of the material; these are hazardous, nonhazardous and inert. EU Waste Acceptance Criteria (WAC) are in place to control the
nature of hazardous waste that can be sent to landfill. For hazardous wastes there are
numerical limit values covering substances in granular wastes, monolithic wastes, and
stable non-reactive hazardous wastes (SNRHW). The limit values are set out in the
Landfill (England and Wales) (Amendment) Regulations 2004 and the Landfill (England
and Wales) (Amendment) Regulations 2005.
Certain waste streams must be analysed prior to disposal to confirm whether they are
hazardous or non-hazardous. Then the material may require WAC testing prior to
disposal. Landfill WAC results must not be used for waste classification purposes.
WAC testing is not required for all types of waste and therefore an appropriately qualified
person should develop a testing regime as required prior to waste disposal, to prevent
abortive work.
For excavated materials that are confirmed to be suitable for re-use within the proposed
Main and Alternative Schemes without causing harm to human health or the
environment, there are several reuse and recycling opportunities such as infill, bunding
and landscaping or for construction or maintenance of attenuation ponds, roads,
pavements, footings for gates, fences and poles.
If reuse or recycling on site is not possible due to high levels of contamination, soil
treatment facilities are available around England that could be used to treat the soil. Due
to the limited volume of contamination anticipated this information has not been included
in this oSWMP, but is available upon request should it be necessary.
Table 3.3 highlights a number of waste transfer stations, that are near to the site
(postcode TN24 0NE).
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Table 3.3:
Waste sites – Waste Transfer Stations and Other Sites (these are
examples of suitable waste facilities close to the Scheme - see note 3)
Site name

Operator

Post Code Category3

Distance (km)4

Waterbrook Park

Kentland Reclamation
Ltd

TN24 0LH

A25 - Deposit of waste to land as a
recovery operation

2

Conningbrook Recycling
Facility

Brett Aggregates Ltd

TN24 0UL

A15 - Material recycling treatment
facility

2

Sevington Recycling Facility

Brett Aggregates limited TN24 0GB A16 - Physical treatment facility

3

H Ripley & Co

Obed Ripley

5

R E Tanner and Sons

R E Tanner and Sons

TN25 6RE S0821 - Metal recycling facility

6

Woodleas Farm

R H Butler Ltd

TN25 7DX

6.5

Ashford Demolition Waste
Recycling

Ashford Demo Waste
Recycling Ltd

TN26 2EG S0803 - HCI WTS and Treatment

Source:

TN23 6LR

A20 - Mixed metal recycling facility
S0801 - HCI WTS

9

https://environment.data.gov.uk/public-register/waste-operations/registration
?easting=604217&northing=141383&name-search=&number-search=&local-authority=&addresssearch=&__postcode=TN24+0NE&dist=10

includes operational disposal facilities within 55 km of the site (postcode TN24 0NE).
Table 3.4:
Waste sites – Landfill (these are examples of suitable waste facilities close to the
Scheme - see note 3)
Site name

Type3

Post Code

Status

Distance (km)4

Marley Landfill Facility

A02 - Other landfill sites taking special
waste

ME17 1HT

Transferred

23

Shelford Landfill Site

Waste landfilling; >10 t/d with capacity
>25,000t excluding inert waste

CT2 0PR

Effective

27.5

Hermitage Quarry Inert Landfill

L05 - Inert Landfill

ME16 9NT

Issued

39.5

Margetts Pit Landfill

L04 (A04) - HCI Waste Landfill

ME1 3XU

Modified

42

Hammill Clay Quarry

A05 - Landfill taking non-biodegradable CT13 0EQ
wastes

Modified

45

Factory Farm

A01 - Co-disposal Landfill Site

Modified

46

Offham Landfill

A04 - HCI Waste Landfill

ME19 5PF

Modified

50

Richborough Landfill

A04 - HCI Waste Landfill

CT13 9NW

Issued

50

Lower Twydall Chalk Pit

L05 - Inert Landfill

ME7 2XH

Modified

55

Arnold’s Lodge Landfill Site

L05 - Inert Landfill

TN12 5HL

Modified

55

Source:

ME1 3TL

http://maps.environment-agency.gov.uk/wiyby/wiybyController
?value=TN24+0NE&lang=_e&ep=map&topic=waste&layerGroups=default&scale=9&textonly=off&submit.x=10&submit.y=8
Waste controls and handling

3.5.1 Duty of Care compliance
Section 34 of the Environmental Protection Act 1990 (as amended) lays out a number of
duties with respect to the management of waste. Waste must be managed correctly by
_________________________
3

These categories are based upon Environment Agency definitions. Any site may accept inert waste, and it would be left to the
Contractor to identify appropriately permitted sites for treatment and disposal of waste materials. Consideration should be given to the
waste hierarchy with the reuse and recycling of waste before material is sent to landfill sites.
4
Distance for waste facilities and landfills is a road distance measured from postcode TN24 0NE to the postcode given for the
identified facility.
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storing it properly, only transferring it to the appropriate persons and ensuring that when
it is transferred it is adequately and appropriately described to enable its safe recovery or
disposal without harming the environment.
The Waste (England and Wales) Regulations 2011, as amended, explains the duties
which apply to anyone who produces, keeps, imports or manages controlled waste in
England and Wales.
One purpose of a SWMP is to incorporate an auditable system that identifies:
● The person responsible for removing the waste from site, and
● Keeping copies of all duty of care documentation (waste transfer notes and hazardous
waste consignment notes).
● This will be in accordance with the relevant Duty of Care legislation in place.
Tables 4.1 and 4.3 assist with the information required to meet the Duty of Care
requirements. All reputable waste contractors will have systems in place to ensure that all
the duty of care requirements are met prior to the waste being collected.
Various information sources are available to enable the Principal Contractor to identify
local waste management facilities for both recycling, recovery and disposal and check
permit and waste carrier licence information to reinforce the duty of care requirements.
3.5.2 Declaration
The client and Principal Contractor will take all reasonable steps to ensure that all
waste from the site is dealt with in accordance with the waste Duty of Care in Section
34 of the Environmental Protection Act 1990 and The Waste (England and Wales)
Regulations 2011, as amended; and Materials will be handled efficiently and waste
managed appropriately.
Signatures:

Date:

Client:
Principal Contractor:
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3.5.3 Responsibility for waste management
Table 3.4 identifies the primary waste streams that will arise from the activities at the site
and whose responsibility it is to control and monitor the amounts of waste produced.
Table 3.4:
Assigned responsibility for waste management (To be completed and
updated by Contractor at start of construction)
Site Activity/ Sub-contractor Work
Package

Primary Waste Stream

Who is responsible for waste management

Excavation and site clearance

TBC

TBC

Groundworks

TBC

TBC

Foundations, Piling

TBC

TBC

Structure

TBC

TBC

Brick & Blockwork

TBC

TBC

Mechanical Electrical

TBC

TBC

Trades- (Joinery, Painting, Plastering,
Rendering, Plumbing, Heating etc)

TBC

TBC

Removal of Site Offices, Temporary
Works & Final Clear Away

TBC

TBC

3.6
Waste storage and transportation logistics
An area for onsite storage for excavated waste, construction materials and newly
procured materials must be identified and appropriately secured. If waste is not to be
kept on site, removal may be required on a shift by shift basis.
3.7
Site security
Both client and Principal Contractor should take reasonable steps to ensure site security
measures are in place to prevent illegal disposal of waste at the site.
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4. Implementation of the SWMP
4.1
Register of waste carrier licences and permits
Table 4.1 gives information on the waste management contractors, their environmental
permit, waste carriers licences and/ or relevant exemptions that will need to be checked
and verified for use on the Schemes.
The Landfill Regulations (2002) also require that waste is described by European Waste
Catalogue (EWC) codes on Transfer Notes (and Consignment Notes if waste is
hazardous) required under the applicable Duty of Care regulations. The EWC
categorises wastes into 20 main groups and approximately 900 codes. The EWC also
identifies hazardous wastes, and these wastes are dealt with by the Hazardous Waste
Regulations 2005 (as amended). These wastes should be appropriately described on
Hazardous Waste Consignment Notes.
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Table 4.1:
construction)5

Waste description records (To be revised, completed and updated by Contractor during Scheme

EWC6 waste description

EWC7

Origin

Waste Carrier
Name

Concrete

17 01 01

From excavation of made ground
known to be uncontaminated

Mixtures of, or separate fractions of
concrete, bricks, tiles and ceramics
containing dangerous substances

17 01 06* (M)8

From demolition of buildings

Mixtures of concrete, bricks, tiles and
ceramics other than those in 17 01 06*

17 01 07

From demolition of buildings

Wood

17 02 01

From demolition of buildings

Glass

17 02 02

From demolition of buildings

Plastic

17 02 03

From demolition of buildings

Glass, plastic and wood containing or
contaminated with dangerous substances

17 02 04* (M)

From demolition of buildings

Cables containing oil, coal tar and other
dangerous substances

17 04 10* (M)

Installation of replacement cables,
including off cuts

Cables other than those mentioned in 17
04 10

17 04 11

Installation of replacement cables,
including off cuts

Soil and stones containing dangerous
substances

17 05 03* (M)

From excavation of Made Ground
known to be contaminated

Soils and stones other than those
mentioned in 17 05 03

17 05 04

From excavation of Made Ground
known to be uncontaminated

Other construction and demolition wastes
(including mixed wastes) containing
dangerous substances

17 09 03* (M)

From excavation of Made Ground
known to be contaminated

Permit

Licence no.

Expiry date

Name

Licence no.

_________________________
5
6
7

8

*Evidence of waste carrier registration and waste transfer or hazardous waste consignment notes for each removal of waste are filed and cross-referenced.
EWC codes may vary depending on the actual waste types identified and removed from site.
EWC code transposed into UK law by Lists of Wastes Regulations 2005, as amended and pursuant to Article 1(a) of Directive 75/442/EEC on waste and Article 1 (4) of Directive
91/689/EEC on hazardous wastes
*(M) after the EWC denotes that the waste is potentially hazardous the (M) means that it is a mirror entry and the waste is only hazardous if the dangerous substance present is
above threshold concentrations. (A) denotes that the waste is hazardous at any concentration of dangerous substances.
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EWC6 waste description

EWC7

Origin

Mixed construction and demolition wastes 17 09 04
other than those mentioned in 17 09 01, 17
09 02 and 17 09 03

Site construction waste.

Paper and card

Packaging materials, site office
waste

20 01 01

Mixed municipal waste

20 03 01

General site waste

Mixed construction and demolition waste

17 09 04

From excavation of Made Ground
known to be uncontaminated

Bituminous mixtures containing coal tar

17 03 01* (M) From excavation of Made Ground
and potential historical
contamination

Bituminous mixtures other than those in 17 17 03 02
03 01*

Permit

From excavation of Made Ground
known to be uncontaminated

Waste of liquid fuels, fuel oil and diesel

13 07 01* (A)9

General leaks from vehicle
movements, construction
equipment

Petrol

13 07 02* (A)

General leaks from vehicle
movements

Other fuels including mixtures

13 07 03* (A)

General leaks from vehicle
movements

Waste paint and varnish containing organic 08 01 11* (M)
solvents or other dangerous substances

Paint wastage from new road layout
and bridge protection

Waste paint and varnish other than those
mentioned in 08 01 11

08 01 12

Paint wastage from new road layout
and bridge protection

Waste paint or varnish remover

08 01 21* (A)

Paint wastage from new road layout
and bridge protection

Septic Tank Waste

20 03 04

Portable toilets and welfare facilities

Bio-degradable kitchen and canteen waste 20 01 08

Waste Carrier

Mess room wastes

Other, as applicable

_________________________
9

*(A) after the EWC denotes that the waste is hazardous the (A) means that it is an absolute entry and the waste is hazardous regardless of any threshold concentrations.
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4.2
Training and communication
To develop a culture of promoting best practice and increase knowledge and awareness
of waste management issues at the site, the main SWMP, as well as the procedures to
be followed, should be given to all contractors and subcontractors at site induction and
key measures reinforced in ‘Tool Box Talks, which should be carried out at regular
intervals on waste issues including any changes to the SWMP. These briefings will be
designed with direct staff, subcontractors and suppliers in mind and attendance will be
required. Attendance will be recorded in the relevant training logs. It is hoped that these
values can be transferred from this site to the next, promoting adoption of sustainable
waste management practices on a wider scale.
4.3
Monitoring and waste records
The Principal Contractor will identify a Responsible person(s) for the monitoring of waste
and associated records. The Principal Contractor will receive a waste transfer note from
the waste disposal company showing the exact amount of waste materials removed from
site. Monthly waste reports from the waste management brokers / carriers will identify
how much material went to landfill and how much went for recycling (
Table 4.2).
All skips must be monitored to ensure that cross-contamination of segregated skips does
not occur. The Tool Box Talks should focus on how the waste management system is
working and identify the extra costs associated with contamination.
The Principal Contractor should continually review the type of surplus materials being
produced and change the site set up to maximise on site reuse or recycling; landfill will
be the last option.
In addition, the plan should be communicated to the whole team (including the client) at
the monthly meetings. This should include any updates from the last version.
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Table 4.2:
Waste management records (to be completed and updated by Principal Contractor during
construction of the Schemes)10
Date removed

Waste type

Identity of the
person removing
the waste

Site the waste is being
taken to and whether
licensed or exempt

Waste carrier and
registration
number*

Confirmation of
delivery*

Waste management route (reuse
on/offsite, recycled on/offsite, recovery,
landfill, other

_________________________
10

*Evidence of waste carrier registration and waste transfer or hazardous waste consignment notes for each removal of waste are filed and cross-referenced.
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4.4
SWMP implementation checklist
Table 4.3 is a checklist which is should be filled out by the Principal Contractor to ensure
the main SWMP is fully implemented from the outset of the Schemes. Further actions
required to accompany the checklist should be identified in Table 4.4.
Table 4.3:
Implementation checklist (to be revised and completed by the
Contractor for the main SWMP)
Checks (please tick)

Y

N

Have terms and commercial rates been agreed with the waste
management contractor(s)?
Have data reporting procedures been agreed with waste management
contractor(s)?
For offsite waste management or disposal- Are all the waste destination
details correct?
Has a waste segregation/ collection area been prepared?
Has the waste management area been adequately sign posted?
Has the SWMP planning meeting been set?
Has the waste management document control/ filing system been set
up?
Have all necessary staff and contractors read and signed the SWMP?
Have all the SWMP training/briefing requirements for staff been met?
Have all the SWMP training/briefing requirements for contractor(s) been
met?
Have all the waste management targets been set?
Has the SWMP been approved by the Project Manager?

Table 4.4: Further actions (to be revised and completed by the Contractor for the main
SWMP)
Comments/ Further Actions:
1. Excavated material to be tested for contamination prior to re-use and/or disposal
2. Waste Contractor to be assigned
3. Storage areas for excavated material to be decided upon
4. Frequency of waste removal from the site to external storage areas or waste transfer station to be decided
upon
5.
6.
7.

4.5
Updating the Main SWMP
It is recommended that the main SWMP is updated as often as necessary, to record
accurate information on progress and whenever changes occur on site or relating to
materials, or at least every six months if there is little change during the Schemes.
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Updates to the main SWMP should give a current picture of how work is progressing
against the waste estimates contained in the plan. Therefore, for waste that is reused or
recycled on site, the main SWMP should be updated to describe how much of the
estimated volume or tonnage has been processed. For waste that is removed from the
site, the main SWMP must be updated to record the identity of the person removing the
waste, the type (and quantity) of waste and the site to which it has been taken.
Whenever waste is removed from the site the Principal Contractor should record the
actions in
Table 4.2. Revisions to the main SWMP should be recorded in Table 4.5.
Table 4.5:
Main SWMP revisions record (To be updated, by the Contractor, as the
Schemes progress through the different phases and the SWMP requires updating)
Nature of revision

Date of revision
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5. Review and Audit of Main SWMP
5.1
Post-construction review
This aim of this section of the oSWMP is to inform the production of the main SWMP to
ensure that a post construction review takes place, designed to identify that the main
SWMP has been monitored throughout the lifetime of the Schemes and then signed off at
closure (see Table 5.1).
At the end of the Schemes, it is recommended that both the Client and Principal
Contractor review, revise and refine the main SWMP as necessary within three months of
completion, to ensure compliance with relevant legislation and to identify if lessons could
be learned for the next time a similar scheme is undertaken. This review should identify
and may conclude the following:
● An explanation of any deviation from the original plan;
● A comparison of the estimated quantities of each waste type against the actual
quantities generated;
● An action plan to address the lessons that have been learnt from the Schemes that
could be implemented for the next scheme; and
● An estimation of the cost savings (if any) that have been achieved through the
measures undertaken to minimise, reuse, recycle or recover waste arisings rather
than just sending it to landfill.
Table 5.1:
Post construction confirmation (To be completed by the Contractor
and Client up on completion of the Schemes)
This plan has been monitored on a regular basis to ensure that work is progressing according to the plan and has
been updated to record details of the actual waste management actions and waste transfers that have taken place.
Signatures:

Date:

Client:
Principal Contractor:

5.2
Audit of plan
A waste audit should be undertaken at all stages of the Schemes. This will identify the
amount, nature and composition of the waste generated on site. The waste audit will
examine the manner in which the waste is produced and will provide opportunity for a
commentary to highlight how the management and practices inherently contribute to the
production of construction and demolition waste. The measured waste quantities will be
used to quantify the costs of waste management and disposal.
The audit plan should be updated as the Schemes progress, as this will help to identify
which waste streams are not achieving their anticipated recycling potential so that
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alternative methods to handle that waste stream can be explored for the remainder of the
Schemes.
5.3

Audit of plan – estimated versus actual quantities

Table 5.2 and Table 5.3 detail the actual enabling and construction waste streams and
quantities resulting from the proposed Main and Alternative Schemes and how they
should be treated i.e. on-site/off-site recycling/reuse, final disposal etc.
Table 5.4 records the deviation between those waste quantities estimated and actual. An
estimate of cost savings is also made here.
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Table 5.2:
Enabling/demolition waste (actuals) (To be completed by the Contractor as the enabling and
demolition works progress and presents actual waste quantities produced by the Schemes’ construction)
Type

Materials

Actual quantities (tonnes/m3) On-site reuse/recycling (%)

Recovery (%)

Disposal (%)

Inert

Concrete

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

Timber

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

Rubble

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

Topsoil/Subsoils

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

Sand and gravel

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

Non-hazardous

Hazardous

Boulder clay

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

Soils (moderate contamination- suitable for
reuse onsite)

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

Bricks and blocks

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

Mixed waste

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

Metal

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

Timber

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

Plasterboard

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

Packaging

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

Cable & wiring

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

Glass

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

Green waste/vegetation

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

Other

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

Asbestos

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

Contaminated soils- unsuitable for reuse

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

Other

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC
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Table 5.3:
Construction waste (actuals) (To be completed by the Contractor as the construction of the Schemes
progress and presents actual waste quantities produced during construction)
Type
Inert

Non-hazardous

Hazardous

Materials

Actual quantities (m3)

On-site reuse/recycling (%)

Recovery (%)

Disposal (%)

Concrete

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

Timber

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

Rubble

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

Topsoil/Subsoils

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

Soils (moderate contamination- suitable for
reuse onsite)

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

Bricks and blocks

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

Screed

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

Mixed waste

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

Metal

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

Timber

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

Plasterboard

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

Packaging

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

Cable & wiring

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

Glass

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

Green waste/vegetation

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

her (List, identified by type, name, EWC)

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

Toxic chemicals e.g. paint tins, line markers, TBC
mastic

TBC

TBC

TBC

Contaminated soils- unsuitable for reuse

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

Other (List, identified by type, name, EWC) TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC
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Table 5.4 records the deviation between those waste quantities estimated and actual. An
estimate of cost savings is also made here.
Table 5.4:
Deviations (To be completed after construction is completed and a
review of forecast and actual waste quantities has been undertaken and any cost
savings recorded)
Issue

Details

[Waste forecasts- exceeded]

TBC – reasons

[Waste forecasts- not met]

TBC – reasons

5.4
Estimate of cost savings
[Enter]
5.5
Relevant signatures
Principal Contractor:
[Enter]

Date: [Enter]

Client:

[Enter]

Date: [Enter]

oSWMP Author:

MMSJV

Date: [Enter]
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Appendix A. Design for Resource
Efficiency Opportunities
Taken from Appendix 1 of the Design for Resource Efficiency workshop summary report,
24th September 2015.
[To the design team/contractor - in the Comment column add any further information required explaining
the opportunity/idea, whether it is included in the design, or specific technical considerations required etc]

Category A
High impact on resource efficiency, easy
to implement

Comment

Passively safe use for road side furniture (Lighting
columns sign posts, trees, embankment slope
signals) This could reduce cost of safety barriers
and future maintenance
FSC timber for wooden fencing/posts
Design wet ponds to reduce maintenance
requirements
Use soils removed from ponds for noise bunds
Reduce lighting column height
Liaise with AXA to try and minimise/eliminate fill
import
Use removed vegetation to create soft edges for
ponds
Maintenance of RW. Active VS passive. Corrosion
protection
Soil nails Vs Bored piles
Reduction in earthworks and RW from original
Schemes
Reuse of soils

Soil nails vs board piles - life cost analysis

Pre-cast beams for bridge over motorway
Procure recycled content for imported fill
DDA compliant ramp - build on excavated material
Ponds excavation to create bund/features on site
Early management of earthworks to quantify
appropriate move/use of earth (cut/fill)
LED lighting
Early testing for contamination to properly manage
the use of waste (reuse/recycle etc.)
Highfield lane bridge after demolition and
excavation

Higher cost, more expensive effect on overall
Schemes
Other testing during construction
Reinforced concrete 300m below existing ground
level. Potential for recycling/reuse reinforced
concrete off site

Early consultation with stakeholders and client to
best propose the use of the redundant slip roads at
J10
(emergencies,
maintenance,
traffic
management alternatives)
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Existing slip roads leave in situ?
Can we remove street lighting
Use demolished materials, process them for new
drainage/landscaping
Manage water drainage system on the bridges
which would increase durability. Avoid joints and
C/R
Database for the waste to keep track of the quantity
and type
Recycle material from M20 J10a Main and
Alternative Schemes on AA development and other
developments in the Ashford area

Category B
High impact on resource efficiency,
difficult to implement
Recycle water used for hydro-demolition of culvert
headwall
Reduce water use - don't use hydro-demolition for
culvert headwall
Recycled steel/concrete in piles

Pavement design materials: best to use a fully
flexible (asphalt) pavement design as this reduces
the need for future deep maintenance repair of
cracking due to a concrete base but a lower neutral
construction cost
Use of EME 2 material for a road construction
layer. This preserves the strength of pavement and
reduces depth however contains a high percentage
of asphalt materials.
Road pavement construction: a thick pavement
design is desirable. This preserves the future
structural strengths. Future maintenance works
can be limited to inlays.
Recycle old road material, crush, screen and
process with concrete and bitumen to make a
‘foambase’ material for the road, where appropriate
Hydraulically bind old asphalt and relay to make
new road surface, where appropriate

An assessment will be needed

Rather than importing materials

Comment

Most will be recycled to a point anyway. Contracts
can be in place for the waste to be taken away.
Request that contractor investigates if material can
be recycled - something that may happen at stage
5.

Site compound will need to be set up to undertake
processing. Will reduce lorry movements from site
and further reduce carbon footprint
Needs further investigation.

Category C
Low impact on resource efficiency, easy
to implement

Comment

Keep new church Road footbridge (East) ramps
away from church to keep existing trees.

Screen the footbridge from the church? Keep the
trees in so this screening is not required
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Metal from central reserve can it be reused/kept
for stock?
Movement sensor lighting on footbridge. Energy
lighting in handrails
Wyevale car park. Asphalt car park. Recycle offsite

Reuse car park materials? Content testing to work
out content of tar - will be an issue if we are
reusing/disposing material which could have
oil/diesel on it. use of car park during works to
store materials? Would have to increase the size of
the balancing pond which increases risk of
contamination.

Balancing ponds: do not 'landscape' about them to
conceal them. Maintenance tends to reduce if
inspectors cannot see them (personal experience)

Category D
Low impact on resource efficiency, difficult
to implement

Comment

Reuse of foundations

Can reuse existing L shape

Engineered tyre bales for embankments

Net import of fill

Minimise vegetation removal to save replanting
and waste
Thinner decks for bridge beams
M20 footbridge: is there a practical reason to justify
this? There is no existing bridge over the motorway
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